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Many human societies are patrilineal, with males passing on their name or descent group afﬁliation to
their offspring. Y-chromosomes are also passed on from father to son, leading to the simple expectation
that males sharing the same surname or descent group membership should have similar Y-chromosome
haplotypes. Although several studies in patrilineal human societies have examined the correspondence
between Y-chromosome variation and surname or descent group membership, similar studies in nonhuman animals are lacking. Chimpanzees represent an excellent species for examining the relationship between descent group membership and Y-chromosome variation because they live in strongly
male philopatric communities that arise by a group-ﬁssioning process. Here we take advantage of recent
analytical advances in the calculation of the time to the most recent common male ancestor and a large
sample size of 273 Y-chromosome short tandem repeat haplotypes to inform our understanding of the
potential ages of eight communities of chimpanzees. We ﬁnd that the times to the most recent common
male ancestor of chimpanzee communities are several hundred to as much as over two thousand years.
These genetic estimates of the great time depths of chimpanzee communities accord well with behavioral observations suggesting that community ﬁssions are a very rare event and are similar to genetic
estimates of the time depth of patrilineal human groups.
Ó 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Many human societies have cultural markers of shared ancestry.
For example, in many modern societies individuals have surnames
that they inherit from one of their parents, typically the father.
Shared ancestry is an even more important organizing principle in
many traditional societies, where the population is divided into
tribes, tribes are divided into clans, and clans are divided into
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lineages. At each level of the hierarchy, these descent groups claim
to have a distinctive common ancestor. As with surnames in many
modern societies, patrilineal societies in which a father transmits
his descent group afﬁliation to his offspring are roughly twice as
frequent as matrilineal societies (Burton et al., 1996).
Like surnames or descent group membership, Y-chromosomes
are also passed on from father to son, leading to the simple
expectation that males sharing the same surname or descent group
membership should have similar Y-chromosome haplotypes,
inherited from a shared paternal ancestor e perhaps the surname’s
or descent group’s original founder (Jobling, 2001). The extent to
which descent group membership is reﬂected in Y-chromosome
identity or similarity depends on a number of factors (Jobling,
2001). Y-chromosomes are modiﬁed by mutation over time, and
knowledge of the mutation rate is therefore important in assessing
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links between biological and cultural patrilineal descent and estimating the age of Y-chromosome lineages. Paternity by males from
outside of the patrilineal descent group, or adoption of males from
outside the descent group, will introduce exogenous Y-chromosome haplotypes into a descent group, which can create difﬁculties
when relating the time to the most recent common ancestor
(TMRCA) of a set of Y-chromosomes to the time when the descent
group was founded.
Over the last two decades, several studies have compared Ychromosomal variation and patrilineal descent group membership
in a variety of human societies (Hammer et al., 1997; Thomas et al.,
1998, 2003; Behar et al., 2003; Hammer et al., 2009; Strassmann
et al., 2012; Raaum et al., 2013; Sanchez-Faddeev et al., 2013). For
example, Chaix et al. (2004) examined Y-chromosome short tandem repeat (Y-STR) variation in several highly traditional Turkish
groups that are hierarchically organized into patrilineal descent
groups. They found that although members of the same lineage and
(less often) members of the same clan generally shared a recent
common male ancestor, members of the same tribe did not. These
results suggest that tribes do not come about via a process of clans
ﬁssioning upon becoming too large, as is claimed by oral tradition,
but rather by the fusion of clans that have different origins and the
subsequent invention of a common ancestor, perhaps in an effort to
enhance group unity (Chaix et al., 2004). However, Y-STR TMRCA
calculations suggested that on average the last common male
ancestor of the lineage existed z15 generations (z450 years) ago,
a value that was in fairly good agreement with those from oral
traditions. A study of Y-STR TMRCAs of patrilines also found a fairly
close agreement with traditional knowledge of the timing of the
settlements of six villages of Gujarati Patels in India, ranging from
z1000 to 1700 years ago (Pemberton et al., 2012). Similarly, Y-STR
TMRCAs for men sharing the same surname in Britain and Ireland
are broadly consistent with the timing of surname establishment in
these countries (z700 years ago) (Sykes and Irven, 2000; Jobling,
2001; McEvoy and Bradley, 2006; King and Jobling, 2009a, b).
In contrast to humans, very little research has been done on the
relationship between descent groups and Y-chromosome variation
in non-human animals. Chimpanzees represent an excellent species for examining the relationship between social organization
and Y-chromosome variation because they live in strongly male
philopatric communities, with males spending their entire lives in
their natal territory, and females typically dispersing to join
another community at puberty, where they remain and reproduce
for the rest of their lives (Mitani et al., 2002). Male chimpanzees are
highly territorial, and along with humans are one of the few species
in which members of one group engage in lethal levels of coalitionary violence against members of other groups (Wilson and
Wrangham, 2003). Chimpanzees are also well-known for their
extensive between-community variability in tool usage, grooming
and communicative behaviors, with each community showing a
unique combination of these variations (Whiten et al., 1999, 2001;
Langergraber et al., 2011). Given the social learning skills shown by
chimpanzees in controlled experimental studies in captivity, as
well as the distribution of these variants in relation to ecological
and genetic differences between communities, at least some of the
behavioral differences between chimpanzees communities are
likely ‘cultural’ in nature (Whiten et al., 2005, 2007; Whiten and
Mesoudi, 2008; Langergraber et al., 2011; Kamilar and Marshack,
2012). According to one author, the cultures of chimpanzee communities may even involve “a sense of identity, as our way of doing
things differentiates us from the way others do things, i.e., ‘us’ and
‘them’” (McGrew, 2004: 25). Thus, although they are probably not
consciously aware of this fact themselves, the male chimpanzees
living in a community share a common culture whose membership
is determined by descent from a common male ancestor.

The process by which new chimpanzee communities are formed
is poorly understood. Given the extremely high levels of aggression
shown between members of different communities, it is highly
unlikely that new chimpanzee communities form by the fusion of
two previously existing chimpanzee communities, as apparently
often occurs in patrilineal human societies when clans join to form
tribes (Chaix et al., 2004). Rather, new chimpanzee communities
probably come into existence when one community ﬁssions into
two communities. There has been only one apparent case of largescale community ﬁssioning in chimpanzees, when the single
community of 15 males at Gombe purportedly ﬁssioned into two
communities of seven and eight males each (Goodall, 1986).
However, other researchers argue that no community ﬁssion
occurred, and that there always were two separate communities
that were brought into unusually close contact by researchers who
observed them at a banana provisioning station that happened to
be located at the overlap zone between the two communities
(Teleki et al., 1976). Community ﬁssions may plausibly occur on a
much smaller scale: there have been several reports of alpha males
leaving their natal community after they are overturned (Nishida,
1983; Kawanaka, 1984; Goodall, 1986; Pruetz, Personal communication), but so far none have been known to successfully attract
females to start a viable reproductive community.
In both the multi-male and one-male ﬁssioning scenarios, new
chimpanzee communities are formed by a relatively small number
of paternally related male founders. This has important implications for our understanding of the relationship between (1) the
TMRCA of a set of extant chimpanzee Y-chromosome haplotypes in
a community, and (2) the timing of when the community was
originally founded. Although the former always occurs before (i.e.,
further back in time than) the latter, the distance between the
timing of these two events decreases as the strength of the founder
effect or bottleneck associated with the formation of the new
community increases. Thus, the TMRCA of the Y-chromosome
haplotypes of a chimpanzee community can give a reasonable estimate of the maximum possible ages of chimpanzee communities.
Here we calculate Y-STR TMRCA for eight communities of the
East African subspecies of chimpanzees, Pan troglodytes schweinfurthii. We do not calculate Y-STR TMRCAS for communities of the
West African subspecies of chimpanzees, Pan troglodytes verus, as
previous research suggests they do not practice strict male philopatry, and their Y-chromosome TMRCAs would hence be potentially much older than the actual timing of community formation.
Among West African chimpanzees in the Taï National Park, Ivory
Coast, parentage analyses indicate a signiﬁcant rate of extracommunity paternities (Vigilant et al., 2001; Boesch et al., 2006),
and there have been well-documented observations of dependent
male offspring accompanying their mothers when they transferred
between habituated study communities as adults (Boesch et al.,
2008). In contrast, no extra-community paternities have ever
been detected in chimpanzees from the East African subspecies
(Constable et al., 2001; Inoue et al., 2008; Wroblewski et al., 2009;
Newton-Fisher et al., 2010; Langergraber et al., 2013). Although as
in the West African subspecies, East African females have been
observed to transfer between communities with weaned male
offspring, whether these males would have survived long enough
to successfully reproduce is unclear (Williams et al., 2002, 2004). In
the best documented case, two young males accompanied their
mothers as they transferred from the K-group to the M-group
following the death of most of the adult males in K-group and the
dissolution of that community (Nishida et al., 1985). However, one
of these juvenile males disappeared within a few years, while the
other survived to adulthood but probably would have been killed
by M-group males if not for protective interventions by human
researchers (Nishida and Hiraiwa-Hasegawa, 1985; Nishida et al.,
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1985). Thompson et al. (2006) recently reported a purported case of
large-scale transfer of adult females accompanied by dependent
offspring into the Sonso community of chimpanzees in the
Budongo Forest Reserve, Uganda. However, subsequent paternity
and Y-chromosome analyses of the sons of these putative immigrant females showed that they were sired by Sonso males, and
thus that these newly identiﬁed adult females were actually peripheral long-term residents of the Sonso community who had only
just become sufﬁciently habituated for researchers to identify
(Langergraber et al., in press). The absence of evidence for male
gene ﬂow between eastern chimpanzee communities, and hence
the introduction of extraneous Y-chromosomes, is consistent with
the much higher levels of lethal aggression towards members of
other communities compared with the western subspecies
(Wrangham and Glowacki, 2012). Finally, the absence or extreme
rarity of between community male gene ﬂow in eastern chimpanzees is supported by studies of Y-chromosome variation, which
show that levels of between-community differentiation (FST) for
the Y-chromosome in East African chimpanzees (0.83) are 60%
higher than West African (0.52) chimpanzees (Schubert et al.,
2011), and 46% higher than the highest value reported for any
patrilocal human society (0.57; Langergraber et al., 2007). Given the
strong evidence for extra-patriline paternities, adoptions, and migrations in humans, researchers studying humans are forced to
somewhat arbitrarily divide their sample of Y-chromosomes into
‘descent clusters’ of closely related haplotypes that share recent
common ancestry and ‘exogenous’ haplotypes that are assumed to
have been introduced from outside the community (Chaix et al.,
2004; King and Jobling, 2009a; Raaum et al., 2013). However,
given the lack of evidence for male between-community gene ﬂow
in eastern chimpanzees, we used all of the extant Y-chromosome
haplotypes in a community to calculate TMRCAs.
Materials and methods
Study communities and laboratory procedures
We genotyped 273 chimpanzees at 13 Y-STR loci, following
procedures described in previous publications (Langergraber et al.,
2007; Schubert et al., 2011). Brieﬂy, we noninvasively collected
chimpanzee fecal samples using the two-step ethanol-silica
method, and extracted DNA using the QIAamp DNA stool kit with
slight modiﬁcations of the manufacturer’s (QIAGEN) protocol
(Nsubuga et al., 2004). We used a two-step ampliﬁcation method,
where we initially combined all primer pairs with template DNA in
a multiplex PCR, then used dilutions of the resultant PCR products
for ampliﬁcation of each individual locus using ﬂuorescently
labeled forward primers and nested reverse primers in singleplex
PCR reactions (Arandjelovic et al., 2009). We sampled chimpanzees
from ﬁve different areas, four of which contained the East African
subspecies (Budongo forest area, Uganda, N ¼ 72; Gishwati Forest
Reserve, Uganda, N ¼ 12; Kibale National Park, Uganda, N ¼ 92;
Semliki Wildlife Reserve, Uganda, N ¼ 6), and one of which contained the West African subspecies (Taï National Park, Ivory Coast,
N ¼ 91). While we used the Y-STR haplotypes of all 273 individuals
for our estimates of quality (q) and the relationship between
average squared distance (ASD) and mutation rate (see below), we
only estimated Y-STR TMRCAs for East African communities where
we could unambiguously ascertain community membership from
long-term observations of habituated or semi-habituated individually identiﬁed animals. This included four communities in the
Budongo Forest Reserve (Busingiro, N ¼ 16; Kanyiyo-Pabidi, N ¼ 16;
Sonso, N ¼ 18; Waibira, N ¼ 18), one community in a remnant forest
patch located about 5 km to the south of the Budongo Forest
Reserve (Kasokwa, N ¼ 4), and three communities in Kibale
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Figure 1. Map of locations of eight communities of East African chimpanzees.

National Park (Kanyantale, N ¼ 25; Kanyawara, N ¼ 12; Ngogo,
N ¼ 55). The locations of these communities are shown in Fig. 1.
Estimating Y-STR TMRCA
We calculated the TMRCA of community Y-STR haplotypes in
 using the ASD method, which considers the ratio of
generations (T)
the observed within-locus allele variance averaged across all
sampled loci (oASD) divided by the mean of the locus-speciﬁc
 ), which represent the probability
generational mutation rates (u

that a son has a different allele than his father: T ¼ oASD/u
(Goldstein et al., 1995). The ancestral Y-STR haplotype of the MRCA
was inferred separately for each community by calculating the
median allele value for each locus (Sengupta et al., 2006; Bird,
2012). The central estimate for T and its Monte Carlo simulationderived conﬁdence intervals were calculated in the Matlab program ‘YTime’ (Behar et al., 2003). Although the central estimate of T
is independent of the population’s genealogy, size or growth rate,
the sizes of the conﬁdence intervals of T are inﬂuenced by these
factors. As the growth history of the chimpanzee communities
studied here was unknown, we assumed a no-growth, constant size
scenario, which produces the most conservative (i.e., widest) conﬁdence intervals. Because of the fact that Y-STR TMRCA always
predates the timing of the founding of the community, Y-STR
TMRCAs are not informative as to the minimum age of a chimpanzee community, but rather only the maximum possible age of a
community (Barbujani et al., 1998). Lower conﬁdence limits are
thus not informative in the context of the current study, and we
therefore report only one-sided 95% upper conﬁdence limits. The T
in generations was converted in to T in years by multiplying by 24,
the average generation length in years for wild male chimpanzees
(Langergraber et al., 2012).
As an exploratory analysis of the sources of variation among
community Y-STR TMRCAs, we compared the number of genotyped
males per community with Y-STR TMRCA. Previous research on
chimpanzees and other primates living in multi-male, multi-female
groups has shown that the extent of male reproductive skew decreases as the number of males in the group increases (Alberts et al.,
2003; Boesch et al., 2006; Kutsukake and Nunn, 2006;
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Langergraber et al., 2013). Lower male reproductive skew means
that the effective population size for the Y-chromosome is larger,
with less chance of losing lineages due to drift.
The ASD method of estimating TMRCA assumes the Strict
Stepwise Mutation Model (SSMM) of STR evolution, where alleles
increase or decrease by one repeat size according to the locusspeciﬁc mutation rate (Kimura and Ohta, 1978). However, several
factors, including microsatellite death (i.e., the loss of mutational
activity at an STR) can result in departure from the SSSM model and
a poor linear ﬁt between ASD and time (Calabrese et al., 2001).
Following Bird (2012), we performed two analyses to ensure that
our TMRCA estimates were based on Y-STR loci that strictly conformed to the SSMM. We used all 273 chimpanzee Y-chromosome
haplotypes for these two analyses.
First, we calculated Bird’s (2012) measure of quality (q) for each
of our 13 microsatellite loci:

q ¼

jK  Sj
r2

where K is kurtosis, S is skewness, and r is range of allele sizes
(i.e., highest minus lowest allele value). This equation is based on
previous research showing that for any particular locus, (1) its
maximum range is the most important constraint on linearity in
the SMMM, (2) that excess kurtosis is associated with microsatellite
death, and that (3) excess skewness is associated with substantial
departure from the allele distribution expected under the SSMM
(Calabrese et al., 2001; Busby et al., 2012). Using this equation, a
locus with a q value of 0 conforms perfectly to the SSMM, and q
values of 0.07 or lower are considered as showing good to excellent
conformity to the SSMM (Bird, 2012). Second, we calculated a linear
 for the Y-STRs, with locus-speciﬁc
regression to predict ASD from u
 ) as the values for the independent variable and
mutation rates (u
locus-speciﬁc ASD as the values for the dependent variable (Bird,
2012).
As a sufﬁciently large number of father-son meiosis are not
available to provide reliable estimates of locus-speciﬁc Y-STR mu ) for chimpanzees, we instead used rates from largetation rates (u
scale studies in humans (Ballantyne et al., 2010). For one of the 13
Y-STRs (DYS562), no human mutation rate was available, so we
used the average mutation rate of the other loci in our TMRCA
calculations, and excluded this locus from the linear regression
 and ASD described in the previous paragraph. Previous
between u
research has shown no evidence of a length difference between
chimpanzees and human Y-STRs, suggesting that the mutation rate
of Y-STRs does not differ between the two species (Kayser et al.,
2006). To test this more directly, we examined the locus-speciﬁc
 ) by counting the number of mutations between
mutation rates (u
104 father-son pairs (identiﬁed through parentage analyses of 19
autosomal microsatellite loci) of chimpanzees living in the Ngogo,
Kanyawara, Sonso, Taï North, Taï Middle, and Taï South
communities.
Results
The allelic compositions of the Y-STR haplotypes, and their
frequencies in the eight East African chimpanzee communities, are
shown in the Supplementary Online Material (SOM Table 1). Median joining networks of the Y-STR haplotypes for each community
are shown in SOM Figure 1 (Budongo) and 2 (Kibale).
We found that one locus (DYS392) had a q value of 92.0217; this
locus was therefore not used in TMRCA calculations. The q value
for the remaining 12 loci ranged from 0.00044 to 0.05847
(mean ¼ 0.01503, s.d. ¼ 0.01822), well below the suggested cut-off
value of 0.07 (SOM Table 2). We also found a moderately strong and
 (t ¼ 3.818,
statistically signiﬁcant relationship between ASD and u

df ¼ 10, p ¼ 0.004, R2 ¼ 0.618; SOM Figure 3). Despite the small
sample size, both in terms of number of father-son pairs in chimpanzees and the number of Y-STR loci compared, we also found a
moderately strong and statistically signiﬁcant relationship between
chimpanzee and human mutation rates (t ¼ 3.198, df ¼ 10,
p ¼ 0.011, R2 ¼ 0.532). Together, these results suggest that the Y-STR
TMRCA estimates provided in this study should be reasonably
accurate.
The central point estimates of the Y-STR TMRCAs for the eight
P.t. schweinfurthii chimpanzee communities ranged from 125 to
2625 years, with a median of 553 years (Table 1). These values were
quite similar to those of eight patrilineal human descent groups, all
of which represent the lowest levels in sets of hierarchically organized descent groups (median ¼ 516 years, range ¼ 397e930
years). Both the Budongo Forest area and Kibale National Park had a
mixture of communities with both comparatively recent and older
TMRCAs. Contrary to what one might expect if genetic drift acts
more strongly in communities with a smaller effective population
size, there was no relationship between the number of genotyped
Y-STR haplotypes per community and Y-STR TMRCA (rs ¼ 0.17,
N ¼ 8, p ¼ 0.885).
The two directly neighboring communities in Kibale National
Park had very similar TMRCA estimates (Ngogo: 445, Kanyantale:
481). These communities also shared one haplotype, which was the
most common haplotype in both chimpanzee communities
(Ngogo: 33/55 ¼ 60.0%; Kanyantale: 15/24 ¼ 62.5%). Together, these
results suggest that these two neighboring communities may have
split from one another within the last 500 years.
As expected, the upper 95% one-sided conﬁdence limits of the YSTR TMRCAs, which represent the maximum possible ages of
community origin, are large relative to the central point estimates
(median ¼ 1513 years, range ¼ 733e5188 years).
Discussion
Genetic, archaeological, paleontological, and linguistic data are
often used to investigate both the broad evolutionary history of
humans as a species and the more recent history of speciﬁc cultural
groups. Only in the past decade have researchers attempted similar
small-scale studies of the history of speciﬁc groups of non-human
primates. To date, these historical studies have been limited to
archaeological data, with a recent high-proﬁle paper introducing
‘primate archaeology’ as a new ﬁeld, which has as a main goal the
study of material accumulated at sites with high tool-use activity in
order to understand the time depth of a particular cultural behavior
Table 1
Central point estimates and upper 95% one-sided conﬁdence limits for Y-STR
TMRCAs in chimpanzee communities and patrilineal human groups.
Central point estimate
Budongo Forest area
Kasokwa
125
Waibira
462
Busingiro
625
Kanyiyo-Pabidi
2059
Sonso
2625
Kibale National Park
Ngogo
445
Kanyantale
481
Kanyawara
1740
Turkish pastoralists (Chaix et al., 2004)
OTU parilineage
397
KZ patrilineage
415
TK patrilineage
516
Yeman tribal village (Raaum et al., 2013)
Patrilineage P1
555
Patrilineage P2
930

Upper 95% C.I.
733
1372
1626
4226
5188
1345
1399
3731
1389
1451
1806
1080
1870
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(Haslam et al., 2009). For example, excavations of behaviorally
modiﬁed stones with food residue at chimpanzee nut cracking sites
were dated to 4300 years ago, before the appearance of human
agriculture in the area, and therefore suggesting that chimpanzee
nut-cracking culture was independently invented by the chimpanzees themselves rather than learned from humans (Mercader
et al., 2002, 2007). In the current manuscript, we have shown
that genetic studies also have the potential to shed light on the time
depth of non-human primate groups and their cultures.
We found that Y-STR TMRCAs of chimpanzee communities were
several hundred to as much as over two thousand years old. As we
noted in the Introduction, if exogenous Y-chromosomes of males
born outside the community are introduced through emigration,
this would lead to Y-chromosome TMRCAs that overestimate the
actual time of community formation. Although the available
observational and genetic data indicate that male gene ﬂow among
East African chimpanzee communities is extremely rare, it is of
course impossible to prove the complete absence of a phenomenon,
especially one that is expected to be infrequent. Interestingly, the
community in our study that had the oldest Y-chromosome TMRCA
(2625 years), the Sonso community in Budongo Forest Reserve,
Uganda, was conjectured in previous research to have experienced
a large scale immigration event of several adult females and their
offspring, some of whom were male (Emery Thompson et al., 2006).
This inference of the transfer of adult females with offspring was
largely based on new identiﬁcations of several individuals during a
relatively narrow period of time, several years after the onset of
long-term study and well after the last adult female had previously
been identiﬁed. However, subsequent genetic research found Sonso
fathers for most of the putative immigrant offspring, while those
male offspring for whom not all Sonso candidate fathers could be
genotyped nevertheless had Y-chromosome haplotypes that were
common in Sonso males but absent in four other communities in
the Budongo area (Langergraber et al., in press). These results
suggest that the newly identiﬁed adult females were actually peripheral long-term residents of the Sonso community who had only
just become sufﬁciently habituated for researchers to identify.
Thus, the very old Y-chromosome TMRCA of the Sonso community
cannot be explained by the recent introduction of exogenous Ychromosomes, and instead may indicate an older male immigration
event or perhaps even a very ancient date of community formation.
Our genetic estimates of the great time depths of chimpanzee
communities accord well with behavioral observations suggesting
that community ﬁssions are a very rare event. Considering only the
13 chimpanzee communities that have been the subject of
continuous scientiﬁc study of habituated and identiﬁed individuals,
as of 2013 chimpanzees have been observed for a total of approximately 313 years where they were sufﬁciently well known to
detect the presence or absence of a ﬁssion event. Only one community ﬁssion event has been observed during this time, and even
this case is controversial (Table 2).
Communities of chimpanzees appear to exist as stable entities
for much longer than do groups of female-philopatric primate
species, where many permanent group ﬁssions have been observed
(e.g., Van Horn et al., 2007 and references therein). Empirical and
theoretical work suggests that primate groups ﬁssion when group
size increases to the point where the costs of group-living exceed
its beneﬁts (van Schaik, 1983). However, the factors that limit
reproductive success differ between females (i.e., access to food)
and males (i.e., access to mates), and may show different relationships with group size (Trivers, 1972). While it is clear that in
many primate species females decrease their access to food as
within-group feeding competition increases with group size
(Majolo et al., 2008), male chimpanzees may actually increase their
access to mates as community size increases (Boesch et al., 2006;
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Table 2
Number of years of continuous scientiﬁc study of individually identiﬁed and
habituated chimpanzees.
Community

Taï National Park, East group
Gombe Stream National Park,
Kahama community
Fongoli community, Senegal
Taï National Park, Middle group
Taï National Park, South group
Ngogo community, Kibale National Park
Sonso community, Budongo Forest Reserve
Kanyawara community, Kibale National Park
Taï National Park, North group
Mahale Mountains National Park, K group
Bossou community, Guinea
Mahale Mountains National Park, M group
Gombe Stream National Park, Kasekela
community
Total

Beginning

Duration
End
(2013 is
ongoing)

2009
1972

2013
1977

4
5

2005
2000
1997
1995
1990
1987
1982
1977
1976
1967
1963

2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013

8
13
16
18
23
26
31
36
37
46
50
313

Langergraber et al., 2013). The positive relationship between paternity success and community size in male chimpanzees presumably occurs because communities with more males can acquire
and defend larger territories, which in turn attract more females
and allow them to reproduce more often (Nishida et al., 1985;
Williams et al., 2004; Mitani et al., 2010). Even if male chimpanzees were to have higher access to mates in a smaller community,
this beneﬁt can be outweighed by the costs of high levels of
between-group competition: after the main community at Gombe
ﬁssioned into two communities, the males of the larger community
systematically killed all of the males of the smaller community
(Goodall, 1986).
Whatever the reason for the great time depths of chimpanzee
communities, their existence raises interesting questions about the
mechanisms promoting stability in group differences in behavior.
Among primates, there is more evidence of immigrants adopting the
behavior of their new group than there is of long-term group members adopting the behaviors of immigrants (van de Waal et al., 2010;
van de Waal et al., 2013). There is also some evidence to suggest that
primate social learning may involve conformity: the tendency of
individuals to adopt the behavioral variant that is performed by the
majority of individuals (Dindo et al., 2009; Claidière and Whiten,
2012; van de Waal et al., 2013). If the cultures of chimpanzee communities are very resistant to the introduction of variants introduced
by immigrants, this would suggest a great time depth to the cultures
themselves, perhaps on the order of the timing of the founding of the
community itself. Assuming that new cultural variants arise over
time through innovation, we might expect a positive relationship
between Y-STR TMRCA and the number of cultural behavioral variants that a chimpanzee community possesses. However, the three
communities for which both types of data were available (Kanyawara, Ngogo and Sonso) showed a very similar number of cultural
behaviors (range: 9e11) despite a wide range of Y-STR TMRCA estimates (445e2625 years) (Langergraber et al., 2011).
Ultimately, testing such hypotheses about the links between
genetic and cultural co-evolution will require more accurate and
precise TMRCA estimates. Here we have attempted to account for
the inherent uncertainty involved in the estimation process by
evaluating the conformity of our Y-STR loci to the SSSM process.
Further improvements in reducing the amount of uncertainty surrounding TMRCA estimates could be made by genotyping a larger
number of well-behaved Y-STR loci (Bird, 2012) and perhaps eventually through large-scale sequencing when this becomes a routine
possibility on non-invasively collected samples (Perry et al., 2010).
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